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Many (many) years ago, the new York health authority 
aired  a now famous commercial where a parent was 

scolding, exhorting and lambasting his son for smoking. 
Caught red handed in the act, the child was being grilled by 
the father as to where he had learned to do this despicable 
thing.  Whereupon, the confused and angry child slowly 
turned towards the father and said “from you...... dad,...... I 
learned it from you.”

Contradictory parenting hardly ever works. Children 
pretty much know the score and have a wonderfully annoying 
ability to see right through the facades that parents sometimes 
put up, even when they have (legitimate) reasons to do so.

 But the truth seems to be that even if a parent is not 
falling over his own two left feet there still needs to be a 
special emphasis and focus when it comes to parenting and 
training kids for the real world. 

Rav Moshe Feinstein, bederech derush I believe, draws 
out a very important point from the beginning of this week’s 
parsha.  

V’Eilah Toldos Yitzchok ben Avraham, Avraham Holid 
es Yitzchok, and these are the children of Yitzchok the son of 
Avraham, Avraham was the father of Yitzchok, is a verse with 
an obvious redundancy that begs explanation. 

Referring to the words and these are the children of 
Yitzchok the son of Avraham, Rashi tells us that the Torah is 
ostensibly referring to his two children, Yaakov and Eisav, 
who are the main topic of this week’s parsha. 

Yet immediately after these words, the Torah writes that 
you should know that Avraham Holid es Yitzchok- Avraham 
was the father of Yitzchok. It seems as if we started one idea 
and then we just digressed suddenly from it.  What is the 
logical connection? We know Avraham was Yitzchok’s father, 
the Torah had just mentioned it! Why tell it to us again? What 
is the Torah trying to tell us?  Why the redundancy?

Rav Moshe has his own way of looking at this pasuk and 
he shares an interesting idea. 

Being a child of Avraham was an exemplary case study 
of lineage. Yitzchak’s father was none other than the one and 
only Avraham Avinu, the person who spread and instilled 
the idea of monotheism to the people who would listen and 
who came to realize that there has to be a Borei Olam in the 
world. He was the Av of all Avos. Yitzchok’s yichus is quite 
clear and explicit. It explains and shows who he was, how he 
came to be and where he is supposed to go. 

So, one might think that all that remains is probably to 
kick up one’s feet and wait for the amazing kids and grandkids 
to emanate from this royal blue-blood line.  

Yet, Rav Moshe writes, one’s wonderful stock of a family 
doesn’t mean that one who comes from them can sit back, 
kick up his feet and relax. Rav Moshe understands that the 
Torah goes out of its way to first show us Yitzchok’s heritage 
and ironclad credentials, and yet tell us, that he still had his 
notorious son, Eisav. Even with such perfect parents such as 
Yitzchok and Rivka there were issues and difficulties.      

I don’t think Rav Moshe was talking about Yitzchok’s 
personal approach to chinuch, although the Rishonim do 
discuss his curious connection and love for his obviously no 
good son, Eisav. The general principle of active parenting is 
what Rav Moshe is emphasizing.     

One cannot sit on his laurels and just hope for good kids. 
Teaching, educating, and instilling yiddishkeit takes sweat, 
blood and tears. It also takes it’s toll on one’s regular limit of 
patience, but we all know that our only option is to raise our 
level of patience.  Plus, when you think about it the end game 
is obviously worth the time, wait, and patience. 

Chinuch, Rav Moshe writes, requires a constant vigilance 
in the goings on of our children’s yahadus and ensuring their 
derech in a normal, fine and classic manner. We are required 
to teach them. We strongly hope that they receive the advice, 
knowledge and wisdom which we can try to offer them. But 
chinuch is something that always needs to be on our radar. 

The following story has been in these papers before but 
to bring out our point it definitely bears repeating.

Rabbi Yaakov Vann was once walking through the 
streets of Brooklyn when he was unexpectedly called off the 
street by a few men who were sitting shiva for their father 
and needed the colloquial tenth man for a minyan. Seeing 
that these men were hardly observant and wishing to help 
them out, he ventured into the shiva home and was utterly 
surprised by what he observed. The house was full of sefarim, 
Jewish books of Torah. These books were hardly the unused 
type, and quite the contrary, were well worn and had copious 
footnotes carefully written on the sidebar. 

Following the services R’ Yaakov inquired about the 
books and the children explained that the seforim had 
belonged to their father. “You see”, they explained, “dad 
was a scholar, he loved his Torah books. Every day when he 
would come home from his difficult job he would sit in his 
room, close and lock his door and learn for hours. We hardly 
ever saw him and he mostly kept the Torah to himself. He 
was the one that learned but he never studied when we were 
around or with us.”  

The famous story of the Gadol who publicly stated 
that while he accomplished so much by his world wide 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt | Rosh HaKollel 

TO EACH THEIR OWN
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dissemination of Torah,   he still wished that instead of 
learning Rambam at the Shabbos table, he would’ve sang 
more zemiros with his children. That was what his children 
needed at that time. He could have given them that. 

Involvement takes many forms. Every stage of life needs 
different manners and methods. A thought out plan is usually 

necessary. Knowing who each child is, understanding what 
HE likes and is involved with, is most probably a great idea. 
Knowing how to guide them is the best idea. But that takes 
patience, listening, understanding, weeks, months and years 
of work. 

Yet, Rav Moshe says, that is the essence of chinuch. 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

Q: How does the Talmud and other halachic sources view 
the act of lying to one’s fellow man?

A: There is much that has been written on the importance of 
telling the truth. In fact there is a source1 that brings down 
no less then forty five references that prescribes the need for 
absolute accuracy. As we see from:

•	 The Gemara in Soteh that claims that a liar cannot 
accept the Shechina

•	 The Mishnah in Avos that states that one of the pillars 
of the world is that of Emes/truth

•	 The Chinuch2 who clearly states that lying is 
disgusting, abhorrent, cursed and is against everything 
that Hashem stands for

•	 R’ Dessler zt”l who states that while truth brings us 
closer to the redemption, falsehood gives power to 
the evil inclination

the concept of lying is clearly looked down on if not highly 
discouraged.

Q: If lying is deemed to be so repugnant are there any 
situations on which one would be permitted to lie (as is 
seen from this week’s parsha when it came to Yakov and 
the B’rachos)?

A: There is a well known Gemara3 that state’s that Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu himself altered the truth when telling Avraham 
Avinu what his wife Sarah said. As in reality when Sarah 
overheard the angels saying that she will become pregnant 
she exclaimed “v’adoni zakain/my husband is old”. However 
when telling this over to Avraham, Hashem said her words  
to be “v’ani zakanti/I am old”. We learn from here how great 

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: IS IT EVER PERMITTED TO  LIE
R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

the preservation of peace is that even Hashem would change 
things around so as not to cause even the remotest amount of 
discord within their marital harmony.4

Q: Are there any other sources that discuss the 
permissiveness of lying in the Talmud?

A: There is a Gemara5 that discusses three specific situations 
that one may be allowed to alter the truth. 

(1) Describing a host (ushpizah)- The reason for this is 
that if one were to explain in specific detail the grand 
hospitality that took place by a particular host he 
would by default make this person the drop-off spot 
for all the undesirables looking to mooch from the 
bounty of what this host offers his guests.

(2) Mentioning things that denote intimacy (puriah)- The 
idea behind this is obvious as events of private nature 
should always be played out incognito. Therefore 
when it comes to situations that involve Mikva etc. 
one need not divulge any actual events that took place.

(3) When being asked about Torah knowledge (masechta)- 
One need not mention exaclty how many tractates of 
the Talmud he actually knows. The idea behind this 
is that one may work on his modesty in the face of 
showing off exactly how much he has learned. The 
trait of modesty is so great that it even allows one to 
report something that is off course from reality.

Q: If one is allowed to stretch the truth to preserve peace 
as well as lie when being asked about the above mentioned 
three scenarios are there any limitations to this allowance?

A: As is brought down by the Sefer Chasidim there is a caveat 
to how one is allowed to lie even in these situations. We see 
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that Hashem told Avraham Avinu what Sarah Imeinu had 
said, in the past, but did not change what was going to be 
done, in the future. Meaning, in telling over an event one may 
change something that has already happened (i.e. a host who 
he stayed by, something of tzniyus nature that has happened,  
Mesechta’s that he has already learned) as that is included in 
this leeway but changing something that one is planning on 
doing would not be. Therefore one may not:

	say he is going to take care of something (if he has no 
intention to do so)

	tell someone else he has no money (if he really does6)

	say he’s not home (when he really is) 

	tell one’s spouse he’s going somewhere (when he 
plans on going somewhere else) 

	tell a collector he can’t come to the phone (when in 
actuality he can)

	make up a story to get someone to come to a surprise 
party

	tell a spouse that the time is later then it actually is 
in order to get him/her to hurry up and expedite the 
preparation process before going to a simcha etc.

as in all these situations one is not saying these things to 
preserve peace nor is it of the three above mentioned scenarios. 
What is telling is that even if it were to be it is still a lie on the 
future and not on the past and should therefore not be spoken.

Q: May one lie for a mitzvah?

A: In general one may not lie even for the sake of a mitzvah as 
it doesn’t fit into any of the above mentioned leniencies. As:

	 R’ Moshe zt”l wrote quite clearly when asked 
whether or not an institution can inflate the numbers 
of attendees in order to secure more government 
funding that one may not lie even though more Torah 
will be learned as a result of the larger grant that may 
have been otherwise secured. 

	R’ Ahron Kotler zt”l told his secretary when filling 

out the forms of the number of students to write 127 
and not 128 as one student had just left the Yeshiva 
that day. 

	Many Poskim don’t allow one to make a pledge at an 
appeal that he has no intention of fulfilling even if it 
is done with the benevolent intention of getting others 
to pledge more as well. 

	R’ Shlomo Zalmen and R’ Elyashiv zt”l both held 
that even if one wants to shield a child from certain 
limudim (studies) that may not be age appropriate by 
changing the basic understanding of the text he may 
not do so as that would be making Torah into a sheker.

Q: Are there any other criteria that one has to keep in mind 
when looking to employ the above mentioned exceptions?

A: The Shelah mentions that while one may alter the truth 
for saving the peace, describing a host, events of tzniyus or 
how much one has learned these exceptions are only when 
there is no other choice but to alter the truth. If one can avoid 
discussing these inyanim by 

	changing the subject 

	veering the listener off course

	directing the conversation to a more important point 

then by all means should do so instead of telling an actual lie.

Q: Is one able to say after lying to another that he was 
“just joking”?

A: As is with the issur of stealing7 even if one does it for a 
practical joke if one were to tell someone a lie, even if only 
for a joke or for just a few minutes it would still be included 
in the issur of lying. It is a good idea to get one’s children into 
the habit of saying “I’m just lying” instead of saying “I’m 
just joking” whenever they decide to play a practical joke on 
their siblings/friends/classmates etc. This way they realize the 
severity when saying over something that is not truthful.

Q: If one is clearly discouraged from deviating even the 
slightest bit from the truth does one have to make sure that 
he is totally sincere  and genuine when giving someone else 
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a compliment?

A: As is clear from the Gemara in Kesuvos8 that one must 
compliment a groom on the virtues of his bride even if he 
doesn’t believe what he’s saying that one can stretch the truth 
when trying to make someone else feel good about the:

	person he’s marrying

	clothes he’s wearing

	car he is driving

	food he is cooking

	cake he is baking

	house he is living in 

	furniture he built 

however it should be understood that this is not included in 
the exceptions of when one is allowed to lie. The reason being 
that one should always view everything with an ayin tova 
(good eye). Since there are virtues and advantages to almost 
everything and one can easily find merit in any situation one 

is not lying but is rather telling the truth, be it from looking at 
people and life through a more positive and optimistic lens. 
There is truly no greater proclamation of truth then that.

FOOTNOTES

1. See Torah Lishmah 324b
2. Mitzvah 74
3. Yevomos 65b
4. See Sichos Mussar by R’ Chaim Shmuelevitz who denotes 

just how far one has to go to maintain Shalom Bayis. As 
the fact of the matter is that Avraham was old and in fact 
he himself had said that he is old earlier but nonetheless 
it is still worth changing the truth to suppress the smallest 
amount of division between two people.

5. Bava Metzia 23b
6. There was such a situation when the Chofetz Chaim 

didn’t want to lend money to someone as he knew that 
he wouldn’t be paid back so he bequeathed all his money 
to the Ponevicher Rav on condition that he return it. This 
way when being asked if he has money he can rightfully 
say that he doesn’t have any.

7. This is a rather silly trick that adults play on kids is to take 
away their toy, candy etc. and then give it back thinking 
that it’s OK to joke but not realizing that they are trans-
gressing the issur of genaiva

Rivka took the clothes (bigdei chamudos) of her older 
son (benah hagadol) and clothed Yaakov her young 

son (benah hakata `n). Don't we already know who 
is older? What is the point of repeating this information here?  
And what is the significance of this information, especially in 
light of the fact that Eisav was, perhaps, just a few minutes 
older? 

Though Eisav was a rasha, chazal credit him for his 
unsurpassed kibud av va’eim. This mitzvah was Eisav’s 
specialty. Before serving his father, he would don his bigdei 
chamudos, clothes of royalty. Indeed, R’ Shimon ben Gamliel 
said (Midrash Rabbah) that while nobody fulfilled this 
mitzvah better than he (i.e. R’ Shimon ben Gamliel), he did not 
come close to Eisav, who fulfilled this mitzvah on a level 100 
times greater than he. It was through this mitzvah that Eisav 
was supposed to have merited Yitzchak’s blessing. Yitzchak 
asked Eisav to prepare for him tasty foods so that Eisav would 
fulfill a mitzvah (be’shleimus) before being blessed and be 

worthy of a berachah (Sforno). It was this mitzvah and zechus 
that scared Yaakov when he would later confront Eisav and it 
is this zechus that gives Eisav his power until today. In fact, R’ 
Aryeh Leib Sintz suggests that it is for this reason that it was 
a girl with no parents that fought against Haman. Haman’s 
power was fueled by the kibbud av of his ancestor. One with 
parents could not fight against that zechus. Hashem caused 
the savior of Klal Yisroel to be orphaned of both parents from 
the time she was born. Her fulfillment of kibud av va’eim 
was complete, for it was be’machshava (which in a cases of 
circumstances beyond one’s control is considered an action). 
She had a fighting chance against Eisav. 

Rivka took the clothes of her older son and clothed her 
younger son. She took the clothes of her son who was greater 
(gadol) in this mitzvah; her son who would use these clothes 
while serving his father; and she dressed her younger son 
- her son who could not live up to Eisav in this respect (see 
Mayan Beis HaShoeivah).

PARSHAS TOLDOS
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
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Up to this point we have seen and discussed the greatness 
of Eisav’s kibbid av. However, one who looks a bit closer will 
find something strange. Eisav’s actions seem paradoxical. On 
the one hand, he served his father with great devotion. His 
fulfillment of this great mitzvah is unsurpassed. But, on the 
other hand, he had no issue playing a game of deceit with his 
father. From a young age he tricked his father into believing 
that he was something other than he really was. Is this how the 
paradigm of kibud av va’eim acts? Furthermore, we find at the 
end of the parsha that he wished to kill Yaakov, but due to his 
amazing kibbud av’ va’eim he decided to wait until Yitzchak 

would die. This seems quite strange. Today we find that after 
a parent’s death, the children continue to show respect, and 
perhaps even more so than when the parent was alive. Yet, 
Eisav had no issue killing off his father’s son, as long as his 
father was not alive to see it?! How could Eisav so blatantly 
violate Yitzchak’s will?

The answer to this, says R’ Yosef Dov Soloveitchik 
(Mesores HaRav),  lies in noting that chazal credit Eisav 
for fulfilling kibbud av, but never say a word about Eisav 
fulfilling the mitzvah of morah av. The Gemara tells us that 
kibbud refers to taking care of the physical needs of one’s 
parents, while morah means to show reverence by not sitting 
in their seat etc. Simply, the difference between kibbud and 
morah is that kibbud is an active mitzvah, while morah is a 
passive mitzvah. But Sefer Chareidim tells us an amazing 
thing. The Chareidim lists the mitzvos in categories. Active 
mitzvos, passive mitzvos, among many others. He lists the 
mitzva of morah in the category of mitzvos which are related 
to one’s lev, one’s heart. The mitzvah of morah, he says, is not 
to fear or show fear. It is to be in awe of one’s parents. One 
must feel that his father and mother are king and queen and 
relate to them as such. The inactions that we do in fulfillment 
of this mitzvah are simply a product of this mindset. In other 
words, what the Torah wants is not that one should want to 
contradict his parent but hold himself back in order to show 
reverence. Rather, one should not even dream of contradicting 
his parent. When one stands in front of a king, would it cross 
his mind to contradict him? Certainly not! The same should 
be true of a parent. Sitting in a parent's seat should not even 
cross a child's mind! Eisav understood kibbud. He understood 
the idea of actively serving one’s parent. He understood it and 
fulfilled it perfectly. But the idea of morah was foreign to him. 
In his mind he knew it all. His father was an old man who did 
not understand him. He could not possibly relate to his father 
as a king. Yes, on the one hand, he served and took care of his 
father’s physical needs. But, he had no issue not heeding his 
will. He was not in awe of his father. His father was not a king. 
As long as his father’s needs were fulfilled, he was happy. 
He could deceive his father for years and years and have no 
problem with it, because to him the actions of kibud were all 
that counted and not the mindset of morah. This is also why 
he would have no problem killing Yaakov after Yitzchak died. 
He would have no problem violating his father’s will. The 
physical needs of a parent need not be serviced after he passes 
on. It is the awe which remains. One fulfills the wishes of 
a parent after they pass on, because he would not dream 

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
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Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

Yakov Avinu bought from Esav his B’chorah (birthright) 
for a bowl of red lentil soup. The Torah bears witness, 

“Esav disgraced the B’chorah”.
Rashi tells us the reasoning behind Esav actions. Esav 

feared the birthright because of the obligations that come 
with it. Esav knew that deficiencies in the performance of 
the service performed by a first born are punishable by death. 
Esav recognized his shortcomings and knew he couldn’t live 
up to its commitments. 

Based on Rashi’s explanation, why then is it considered 
as if Esav disgraced the B’chorah? To the contrary, Esav 
understood its implications and realized he wasn’t up to 
par. This should be commendable.  Why this is considered 
a shameful act of humiliating and disgracing the B’chorah ?

Rav Moshe Feinstein ZT”L, in his Sefer Darash Moshe, 
explains as follows. Were Esav to have the proper appreciation 
for the B’chorah, and he would have properly assessed its 
value and how much he would gain spiritually with it, he 
shouldn’t have been so concerned with the consequences of 
someone who doesn’t perform the duties properly. Rather 
he would have focused on the great opportunities that lie 
before him. Says Rav Moshe, this is similar to a potential 
Rov who is offered a job to lead a large congregation and 
he declines because he is worried about the responsibilities 
and of not being able to properly lead the people. This is 
wrong. A person when faced with an opportunity to do good, 
should step up to the plate. Worrying about the consequences 
without action never got anyone anywhere. 

By declining this opportunity and selling away the 
B’chorah, Esav displayed his true feelings about this 
opportunity. It didn’t mean much to him. Indeed “Esav 
disgraced the B’chorah”.

Rav Moshe is teaching us a valuable lesson. Many 
times we are presented with a task or opportunity which we, 
rightfully so, don’t feel capable or proficient in fulfilling. 
However instead of shying away and losing the opportunity, 
we should step up to the plate. By doing so we get a special 

Siyata Dishmaya to be able to satisfy what is expected from 
us. This is the meaning when we tell someone to “rise to the 
occasion”.  

In Pirkei Avos we are taught “Bimokom Sheain Ish 
Hishtadel lihyos Ish”, which loosely translated means, 
“when there is no one fit to do a task, you be the one to do 
it”. Obviously you are not really fit to do this task, otherwise 
the Mishna wouldn’t say there is “no one fit to do the task”. 
Nevertheless the Mishna dictates, “Hishtadel” which means 
try. We are required to try, and we will then get the tools and 
talents necessary to be successful.  

We find a similar concept in the Ramban. When Hashem 
commanded Moshe and Betzalel to build the Mishkan, 
the Torah states that all the men who their hearts were 
endowed with wisdom came to help with the Mishkan. 
The Ramban is bothered that we don’t find anyone being 
trained in the difficult task of building an edifice such as 
the Mishkan. How then were they able to create such a 
beautiful and perfect structure, with all the vessels inside to 
such precision, without any training. Explains the Ramban, 
indeed they didn’t have any prior training, but if they felt 
they were inclined to a certain job they rose to the occasion 
and presented themselves to Moshe. This is the meaning of 
the posuk that the men “Asher Niso’ah libo”, whose hearts 
were elevated, came forth to do the work. Even though they 
weren’t actually up to par they elevated themselves and put 
in the effort. Hashem granted success to their efforts and 
they were successful in the endeavors. 

The Ponovez Rav ZT”L who built one of the largest 
Yeshivos in the world, was known to be a tireless doer, 
never relenting to pressure or being dismayed by the near 
impossibility of the things he wished to achieve. He would 
repeat in the name of the Chofetz Chaim, the famous Chazal 
that Basya the daughter of Pharoe was bathing when she 
noticed Moshe’s casket in the water. Basya reached out 
to grab the casket although it was far beyond her reach. 
Miraculously her hand grew and she was able to grab the 

PARSHAS TOLDOS; STEP UP TO THE PLATE
R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

otherwise. This, however, was beyond Eisav’s understanding.
Aside from the tremendous lesson learned from here with 

regard to the mitzva of morah, there is a general message as 
well. Of course, we have to fulfill the actions and inactions 
that the Torah commands us. But many times just fulfilling 
the action or being passive misses the boat. One who does 

not sit in his parent’s chair or does not contradict them, has 
missed the boat if in his mind he thinks that the ideas of his 
parents are antiquated. The inactions of morah must be borne 
out of the mindset and feeling that the Torah expects of us. 
The same is true for many mitzvos. It is not enough for us to 
act or be passive. Rachmana liba ba’ey. 
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R’ Heshy Kahan

WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

What is Gelotology?
This is the study of laughter and its effects on the 

body. There are many in the medical field which postulates 
that the utilization of humor can be employed as a therapy 
which helps a patient cope with the physical and psychological 
issues that he encounters.

So how do we define what is humor?
Finding something humorous is the feeling that we 

experience when we suddenly encounter that which was 
not expected. Laughter is the expression of our discovery of 
this newly revealed outcome which we did not previously 
anticipate.

Rabbi Avraham Steinberg Shlita focuses our attention 
to Yitzchak Avinu, whose very existence evokes humor. He 
explains that Avraham Avinu was well respected in his time, 
but so many people within his generation were assuming 
that his death would mark the end of his legacy. The reason 
being is that he was without child and no one imagined that he 
would ever have one.

Therefore, it was with tremendous surprise and completely 
unanticipated when all of a sudden at such an old age Sarah 
conceived and had a child. Avraham and Sarah laughed. They 
laughed in joy and at the fortunate result that they many 
thought would never be. The very name Yitzchak means 
laughter. The very thought of this occurrence brought laughter 
to everyone’s heart.  Many felt Hashem’s hand in all of this 
rekindling a lost hope. The laughter was one of elation and 
jubilation, of that which seemed so unbelievable of actually 
ever occurring.

Yet, laughter is not confined to the context of this one 
defining scope. There is another type of humor which presents 
itself within this narration. Let us look at the beginning of 
this week’s perasha which can give us more insight. It states, 
“And these are the offspring of Yitzchak son of Avraham – 
Avraham begot Yitzchak” (Toldot 25:19). The question is 
raised on why the repetition of the same point at the end of 
the verse “Avraham begot Yitzchak.” The verse already stated 

quite clearly that Isaac was the son of Abraham. 
Rashi (1040-1105) conveys that the first part of the verse 

was solely to demonstrate the point about lineage, just as 
it expresses. The second point of stating “Avraham begot 
Yitzchak” is to answer an entirely different issue. The scoffers 
of Avraham’s generation were spreading the notion that Sarah 
became pregnant from Avimelech when he captured her. She 
spent many years with Avraham, they reasoned, and yet she 
was not able to conceive. They then laughed and mocked at the 
notion that Avraham could possibly be the father of Yitzchak. 
They laughed inappropriately, a laugh that was not in joy but 
in degradation. This is the humorous chuckle of the “leitz”, 
the Hebrew word for the scorner. These ridiculers concluded 
that Sarah was only able to conceive after her abduction by 
Avimelech.

So what did Hashem do? He formed Yitzchak’s face to 
resemble that of Avraham, it would be an indication to all that it 
was only through Avraham that Yitzhak was conceived, hence 
the latter part of the verse which proclaims this testimonial 
“Avraham begot Yitzchak.”

We see then that there was a concern of the scoffers’ 
influence, enough of a concern that Hashem arraigned events 
to invalidate their assertion and the Torah itself bears a textual 
demonstration to rebut their claims.

Why do we need to be weary of the scoffer’s laughter?
The Ramchal (1707-1746) explains that the scoffer utilizes 

jest and derision to prevent themselves from seeing that which 
is important in life. The scoffer laughs, not in appropriate 
humor, but in derision. He scoffs because he does not take 
life seriously. He ridicules important issues and cannot have 
a productive conversation. Shameful humor is used by him to 
detach any accountability to change. 

Consider a person that lives a decadent lifestyle, he 
may see a religious family man as a threat to his way of 
life. Instead of addressing his own concerns about religion, 
marriage and family, he may instead look to make fun of 
this man. Now he has diminished his worth and the desire 

casket and bring it close to her. The question is why did 
Basya even stretch out her hand, knowing that it was way 
beyond her reach? 

The Chofetz Chaim explained that since she wanted so 
badly to reach the box, she did whatever was in her power 
to get it, by stretching her hand as afar it could go. When 

someone does all that’s in their power to achieve something, 
Hashem helps them succeed. Indeed Basya’s hand stretched 
and she attained her goal. 

When opportunities come our way, don’t be discouraged 
by all the challenges that it presents, rather jump into it and 
try as hard as you can, and Hashem will help you succeed. 
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OF BRIDGES AND LIES: A PERSPECTIVE
R’ A.K. Sofer

The fight between Yaakov Avinu and Eisav reverts to 
even before they were born. Theirs was not a simple 

disagreement, this was an epic battle whose outcome would 
transcend time, change the universe forever, and defines us as 
Klal Yisroel. The posuk tells us vayisrotsetzu habonim b’kirba 
Yaakov and Eisav struggled and fought while still in Rivka’s 
womb. Rashi tells us that one pshat in this struggle was a fight 
for shnei olamos, both worlds. This means they were struggling 
with each wanting to dominate both olam haba and olam 
hazeh. The gemara tells us  that while Yaakov Avinu obviously 
coveted olam haba, he was also interested in olam hazeh as a 
means to merit a greater portion of olam haba by utilizing all 
this word has to offer for the sake of avodas Hashem. What 
begs to be understood however is the curious interest Eisav  has 
in olam haba.Olam Haze we understand he wants, but olam 
habaa? Eisav as we recall will sell the bechora, the bechora that 
was a ruchniosdik entitlement with an opportunity to achieve 
olam habaa. Eisav gave it all away - for what? A bowl of soup. 
This should kind of tell us what value olam haba truly has to 
Eisav. So why is Eisav fighting with Yaakov over this? 

The gemara in masechta Taanis describes for us a scenario 
which will take place after Moshiach comes when HKBH will 
make the final judgment on the world. The gemara says that the 
gentile nations of the world will come forth and ask for rewards 

for helping the Jews throughout the years. How did they help 
the Jews? They will claim rewards for developing their cities 
and specifically for building roads and bridges which help 
convenience Klal Yisroel. The gemara says that HKBH will 
respond “shoitrim shebeolam”, fools of the world! You did not 
do these things for Klal Yisroel, rather you did it for yourselves. 

Asks the Brisker Rav 2 questions. 1- How dare the nations 
of the world have the audacity to make such a claim? On the 
day of judgment when the world will be filled with truth, these 
nations who throughout the galus have persecuted, oppressed 
and killed us whenever they could, will now claim to have 
been working for our benefit?? 2- Why does HKBH use the 
expression “shotim” fools, fools?! These are brazen liars and 
they should be addressed as such. They should be called “liars 
of the world”.  To answer this, the Brsisker Rav quotes the 
words of chazal that HKBH created the world for the’ sake 
of the Torah and for the sake of Klal Yisroel’.(Rashi, Parshas 
Breishis) everything that HKBH allows to happen in this world 
ultimately only exists for the Jews. Therefore all creations, 
whether by HKBH himself or whether He allows humankind 
to invent, develop or manufacture anything is only for the 
benefit of Klal Yisroel in some way. This, says the Brisker Rav, 
explains the gemara. Specifically on that day, when the light of 
truth shines forth and it is only then that the nations see the real 

to reflect on the significance of the man’s values. It instead 
becomes non-appealing and without merit to him (Mesillat 
Yesharim, Chapter 5). An even greater challenge is then faced 
by the victim of these derisive attacks, how does he, which is 
on the receiving end of scorn, deal with it? For many, those 
condescending comments not only influence how others see 
him, but sadly, we find that it influences how he may see 
himself. It may cause hesitation, uncertainty, and reservation 
about the path that he has chosen.

Applying this to our personal lives, we should know that 
the lessons of the Torah are practical lampposts which are 
there to guide our way. We live in a time where the Jewish 
existence can be the victim of scoffers and scornful remarks. 
They may laugh at our rituals and customs, at our beliefs and 
priorities, at our persistence and focus. They may find us to 
be naive; having trust in one G-d and having our existence 
depend on his Will. These are the tools of the scoffer, to give a 
questionable eye, a stealthy smirk, or a hard felt laugh. These 
are his ammunition, preventing himself from ever being able 
to see clearly and driving a doubtful nail into our hearts.

How to we protect ourselves from all of this?
The formula is quite simple.  We need to follow the 

deeper message that is being conveyed to us, following the 
exact prescription that Hashem prescribed in dealing with 
the scoffers of Avraham’s generation. The answer was that 
Yitzchak’s face was made to mirror that of Avraham’s. We 
must do the same for ourselves. We must formulate and 
pattern the face of our own Judaism in the likeness of our 
father, Avraham Avinu. We must reflect his strong character 
and conviction, his understanding and foresight, and stay 
protected as he did, within the shield of his faith. We must 
be ambassadors of devotion and loyalty, emulating the ways 
of G-d, showing the distinct and special qualities of what it 
means to be holy. We must be a walking Kiddush Hashem, so 
that it is apparent to all, what is the true depiction of Hashem’s 
sacred nation.

It is only when that mirror of certainty is held high for 
everyone to see, that the scorn of the scoffer becomes hushed. 
The only sound left to be heard is the joyful laughter of truth 
– the sound of what it means to be a Jew.

Rabbi Aharon Finkelstein
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R’ A.K. Sofer

In our parsha we are finally told of the birth of the last of our 
forefathers, that being Yaakov. A main topic of the parsha 

is the bestowal of the brachos Yitzchok will be giving to his 
son. Yitzchok intended on them going to Eisov and Rivka was 
successful in arranging that they end up by Yaakov.

It seems interesting that our forefather who’s trait was 
truth received the brachos in a manner which was really 
composed of seemingly not true and sly speech and activity. 
We see that Yaakov acted with trickery as Yitzchok tells Eisov 
.your brother came with cleverness "בא אחיך במרמה"

By krias yam suf, the splitting of the sea, there was a 
phrase mentioned that goes as follows "אתם קרואים אדם" you 
are called Adam. This was a reference to us "ישראל  at "עם 
our birth as a nation. This term Adam is actually an explicit 
hint to a profound point concerning the inherent identity as 
to who we are as a people. The world was created with a 
purpose and the one to carry that out was Adam Harishon. 
Unfortunately, as we know, the mission (of "לעבדה ולשמרה") 
wasn’t carried out. The world’s fate isn’t to be for naught now 
that the original purpose wasn’t carried out. A new Adam was 
to be established, and with the Torah as a guide is to fulfill 

that mission. The Avos with their avodah were creating the 
new version of Adam. The nation of Yisroel is the new Adam 
so much so that the neshama of Adam is actually split up and 
distributed between the members of the complete klal Yisroel. 
As we mentioned in the past (in an article on pesach), the birth 
of the nation occurred when we experienced the awesome 
occurrence of Krias yam suf where the physical realms were 
representing what was transpiring in the upper realms. For 
just as a fetus is totally enveloped by another and then is born 
through water so too were we in our birthing stages enveloped 
by Mitzrayim and were born by the splitting of the sea-through 
water.

Our Avos were aware and cognizant of this and did what 
was in their hands to enable this to work out properly. This is 
as well what was going on here by the giving of the brachos. 
The brachos were to ensure the recipient with the abilities and 
resources to properly fulfill the job that lies on his shoulders.

Yitzchoks intention was to bestow these brachos upon 
Eisov. (This is a point addressed by many.) The way we can 
explain it is as follows. It is true that now Eisov is not one 
of the Avos, (although he was a member of the patriarch’s 

R’ Chaim Yosef Lomner   Chaver HaKollel
A NEW ADAM 

truth and realize that they were only able to create the bridges 
and roads for the sake of Klal Yisroel. And so they now claimed 
reward for this. This then also answers the second question. 
They are called ‘fools’ not ‘liars’ because they aren’t lying, its 
true all they did was for Klal Yisroel’s sake , however it was 
certainly never their intention and they are fools for demanding 
reward, they deserve no credit.

Using this explanation perhaps we can understand Eisav’s 
desire for olam haba. Eisav knows this truth; he knew that 
whatever happens in this world is only for the sake of a Jew and 
his avodas Hashem. So ultimately he realized the true master of 
this world is the one who is master of olam haba. Even if isn’t 
obvious until Moshiach comes. Eisav doesn’t care for olam 
haba, but he would never enjoy his olam hazeh knowing he’s 
only working for the ben olam haba. He is the polar opposite 
of Yaakov. Yaakov wants this world only as a means to attain 
olam haba. Eisav wants Olam Haba only to have complete 
control of olam hazeh. 

This is a profound prospective. Everything we have in this 
physical world, our houses, clothes, anything we own or create, 
the circumstances we find ourselves in, they all exists solely 
to help us grow in our avodas Hashem. Sometimes life goes 
smooth and we have much abundance, this perhaps is a calling 

to spend more energy in Torah and chesed. Sometimes life 
throws us a curveball and things may not be so rosy, this may be 
a nisayon to help us grow through hardship ch”v. But whatever 
the case, we must internalize the fact that life is not hefker and 
everything in this world is here for a specific purpose for our 
sake and for our true benefit.

It’s an interesting thought when we think about the hustle 
and bustle of the entire world and that all the events and 
happenings are only for our sake. There are so many example 
throught history. Let us take for example a modern singularity. 
Metlife stadium, Madison Square Garden or CitiField. How 
much energy, creativity, thought and resources were invested to 
create these edifices. One day it might become known why they 
exist at all; perhaps because at one time Klal Yisroel would 
need a venue to gather b’achdus for an evening of inspiration, 
chizuk in limud hatorah and kovod shomayim. In fact maybe 
the sole existence of organized sports altogether was all for this 
reason and an entire world of sports, the multi-billion dollar 
industry and all that it encompasses is only so that there be a 
need for these stadiums! We won’t know the complete truth of 
this until Moshiach comes. But we do know what chazal tell us. 
It’s all for us all for our sake everything we have in this world is 
for us to use and grow in our avodas Hashem. 
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family) at first however he actually was to be one of the Avos. 
The third stage of our body of Avos was to be a ‘partnership’ 
between Yaakov and Eisov. (It was not by chance that his head 
ended up being buried alongside the Avos and Imahos.) This 
partnership was the two sections of our Avodah which is (א
טוב ב)עשה  מרע  אוהלים Yaakov was an סור  יושב  תם   a man איש 
who was going to be totally and only involved in the spiritual 
aspect of the world, while Eisov was going to be involved in 
the physical aspect of creation while still utilizing it all for the 
sake of heaven. The portion of avodah that was Eisov’s lot 
was only able to be carried out if he was actually successful in 
his pursuits and it was for this that the brachos were necessary 
for his portion specifically. It was for this reason that Yitzchok 
desired to give the brachos to Eisov, Rivka however realized 
that unfortunately at this point in time Eisov was already too 
steeped and involved in the physical world that he was no 
longer fit to stand up to and assume the great role and position 
as a father of the jewish nation. For this reason she redirected 
the brachos that were being directed toward Eisov and sent 
them Yaakovs way. For at this point in time Yaakov is now 
assuming both portions of the avodah טוב ועשה  מרע   and סור 
now the blessing were needed by Yaakov. 

We can now understand another point in the parsha. The 
pasuk tells us that the eyes of Leah were רכות tender, rashi 
explains that the reason why this was so was because people 
were saying that Leah, the older child of Besuel will marry 
the older child of Yitzchok, Eisov, and their younger children 
Rochel and Yaakov will marry each other as well. It was over 

this that Leah cried excessively resulting in her eyes being 
 It seems interesting that Leah was concerned what .רכות
these people were saying, why should this be a real concern. 
However, whoever these people were, they were talking the 
truth as that is what was to take place and it was only now that 
Yaakov assumed the role that Eisov was to play that the one 
who was to assist Eisov will now end up marrying Yaakov to 
assist him in the fulfillment of that role.

 With this in mind let us return to our original point. 
We wanted to understand why it was that the approach that 
was taken to receive the brachos, were specifically through 
cleverness. Reb Yitzchok Hutner Ztz”l explains this with a 
point made by the Rabbainu Yonah. The Rabbainu Yonah says 
that when one desires to correct a wrong doing, the proper way 
to go about it is to use the very same approach that was utilized 
when the corruption was brought about. Here, Explains Rav 
Hutner the original attempt was when Adam Harishon was to 
fulfill the mission sent his way, however this was corrupted 
when the nachash, the snake came with a sly approach (as 
the pasuk says"ערום היה   and the snake was sly) and "והנחש 
caused him to fail. Now when the Avos were in the process 
of rectifying that which went wrong and were involved in 
creating the new Adam they approached it specifically in the 
fashion of the corruption-cleverness "בא אחיך במרמה".

May we appreciate the profoundness as to who we 
really are, where we come from, and our truly awesome job 
description. May we be zoche to complete this job of ours in 
the greatest way possible. 

R’ Chaim Yosef Lomner

Yerucham Reich
WHAT YITZCHAK SAW IN EISAV

Among my family and friends, it is “common knowledge” 
that I am something of a naïve Pollyanna, while my 

wise wife, ad meah v’esrim, is the hard eyed realist who sees 
things as they really are, whose better and wiser judgment 
keeps us out of trouble. 

Maybe. 
And maybe it’s not so pashut.
It all goes back to the story of Yitzchak and Rivka, Yaakov 

and Eisav, and all the history generated by their complex 
relationships. Who had a better grip on reality, and who had 
a better sense of what was the right course of action? The 
apparent answer, that Rivka was the better maven on who 
her children were, is, I submit, a bit simplistic, even if true. 
To suggest otherwise would be to brand Yitzchak Avinu an 
easily fooled naif, chalila, which he certainly was  not. 

Indeed, how is it possible that the perfect tzadik that 
Yitzchak was could father the perfect rasha that Eisav was?  
Avraham fathered Yishmael, who was bad as well as wild. 
But in the end, Yishmael did t’shuva  and died a tzadik. Not 
so Eisav, who was rotten to the core, and bad to his dying day. 
So how did Eisav come from Yitzchak Avinu?

The simple answer, as most would understand it, is that 
Eisav derived from Rivka’s side of the family, an expression 
of  Lavan and Besuel’s bad genes. It can be said, however, 
that Yitzchak Avinu did not see it quite that way. 

Yitzchak understood that no one is born a ready-made 
tzadik or  rasha. One can certainly be born with a predisposition 
to be good, only to have that potential goodness suppressed 
and converted to evil by bad circumstances or bad choices. 
And one can be born with a predisposition to be bad, only to 
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Yerucham Reich

have that potential evil suppressed, overcome by the desire, 
the choice, the expression of free will, to be good.

Such a person serves the Ribbono Shel Olam by doing 
just that: by overcoming his powerful yetzer hara  

and choosing to be good. Chazal tell us that Moshe 
Rabbeinu did that. Eisav could have done so as well but 
he squandered the opportunity – he grew up, after all, in 
the home of Avraham Avinu, Yitzchak and Rivka -- and he 
failed. His obligation was to meet his personal challenge and 
overcome it. For a while he kept up appearances, leading his 
father to believe, and to hope, that he would make it. In the 
end, however, he chose not to, and he became Eisav Harasha.

In Parashas Vayera we cited the Midrash that Hashem 
“found” David Hamelech (and by extension Malchus Beis 
David and Mashiach) in S’dom, which represents all that can 
be rotten in human nature, to demonstrate this point exactly. 
It is possible to overcome even the legacy of S’dom and to 
achieve eternal greatness. 

Perhaps that is what Yitzchak hoped for, or even expected, 
with regard to Eisav, especially as Eisav was tzayid b’fiv.  
Eisav put on a good show for his father. 

That one of the boys  was prone to be bad from conception 
is clear to us from the pasuk, Vayisrotzitzu habanim b’kirbah, 
vatomer im kein lamah zeh anochi, vatelech lidrosh es 
Hashem.

We’re all familiar with the midrashim about what 
stimulated which boy in utero. The meforshim explain that 
Rivka had an excellent question: “why me?” Lamah zeh 
anochi? She reasoned that the “bad seed” came from her, 
through her side of the family.  Avraham sent Eliezer to Aram 
Naharayim to find her, because it was impossible for Yitzchak 
to father worthy offspring with the local girls.  But why?

If Yitzchak “contributed” Yaakov the tzadik, and Rivka 
“contributed” Eisav the rasha, why was she necessary at all? 
Any local girl could have carried a tzadik from Yitzchak, and 
a rasha from her side of the family!

The reply she received explained it. Shnei goyim 
b’vitneich,  rendered gei’im – great ones, such as Antoninus 
(a great gentile) and Rebbi (a great Jew). Many great and 
righteous  people would, in fact, emerge from Eisav – but 
only if Eisav would be born to the tzadekes  Rivka. It would 
not have been possible with any of the local girls. 

And so, what about Yitzchak? The Ateres Yeshua asks, 
what did Yitzchak see in Eisav that made him want to bestow 
his bracha davka upon Eisav rather than upon Yaakov? Was 
he simply mistaken? And further, why did Yitzchak make 
the process of bestowing the bracha – an act of such cosmic 

spiritual significance that it would determine the course of 
human history -- dependent upon Eisav’s preparing a banquet 
of foods that Yaakov enjoyed? Does that apparent appeal to 
gashmius sound like the spiritual stimulus of a tzadik?

If anything, tzadikim distance themselves from such 
things. 

Further, asks the Imrei Noam  (Ateres Yeshua’s father), 
why did Yitzchak love Eisav more than Yaakov?

He certainly was aware of Eisav’s earthy nature and 
pursuits, and he knew just as well that Yaakov was a Talmid 
Chacham --  ish tam yosheiv ohalim – engaged in full-time 
Torah study.  Wouldn’t it be obvious for Yitzchak to prefer 
Yaakov over Eisav?

In essays of different emphasis but complementary 
perspective, the Dzhikover Admorim portray a far subtler 
than usual picture of Yitzchak and Rivka’s understanding of 
who Yaakov and Eisav were, who they could be, and who 
they should be.

The name Eisav was apt, Rashi tells us, because he 
emerged fully developed, “na’asa”, or “done”. Similarly, it 
suggests asiya, or “doing”. Eisav was a doer, a man of action. 
He was a hunter, a man of the field, who brought home food. 
He brought in parnassa.  

The Avos set the pattern for future Jewish life. Everywhere 
one looks in the Torah, especially in Breishis and Shmos, one 
sees patterns of behavior -- between Jew and Jew as well 
as between Jew and gentile -- that have been historically 
repeated over and over. 

Throughout the generations, from the earliest days of 
our nation until today, one such pattern has been what we 
commonly call the Yissachar/Zevulun relationship. Yissachar 
learns full time, or practically full time, while Zevulun 
learns part time, is a ben Torah, but goes out to work, to do 
business, to trade, to farm, to hunt -- whatever the economy 
of a particular time and place dictates -- so that both can exist 
and fulfill their roles, l’shem Shamayim.

Chazal refer to this as “Torah u’gedulah b’makon 
echad”, as illustrated by the Ch’ruvim, representing the 
enablers, who struggle for parnassa  and then share it with 
the scholars, spreading their protective wings over the 
Luchos, representing pure Torah. Together, it is indeed Torah 
u’gedulah b’makon echad. It is one unit.

Thus, when Yaakov blessed his 12 sons before his death, 
he generally followed the order of their birth, but he blessed 
Zevulun before Yissachar, even though Yissachar was older. 
So too when Moshe blessed the tribes of Israel before his own 
death, he also placed Zevulun first.  As the Midrash teaches 
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(Vayikra Rabba 25/2), Machzike talmidei chachamim notlin 
chelkam b’Olam Haba b’yachad im talmidei chachamim 
atzman, ki cheilek hayosheiv al hakeilim k’cheilek hayotzei 
l’milchama (see Shmuel Aleph 30/24).

Thus, Rabbi Akiva says of his wife, whose self-sacrifice 
made it possible for him to become who he was,

Sheli v’shelchem shelah hi – my Torah and my students’ 
Torah is really her Torah.  There is compelling reason to want 
to bless the enablers with the continued ability to enable; 
indeed, to give them primacy of place in such a blessing.

Yitzchak and Rivka did not set out to raise one son a 
Jew and the other a goy.  They had two little boys who were 
raised al taharas hakodesh, not only by Yitzchak and Rivka, 
but by Avraham Avinu until his death when they were fifteen 
years old. 

Yitzchak saw Eisav, the doer, as the enabler of his brother, 
the ish tam yosheiv ohalim.  We know after the fact that Eisav 
was fooling Yitzchak. Eisav famously asks his father, how 
much ma’aser does one give on salt? That was the point 
exactly.  Eisav was, in fact, giving ma’aser, contributing to 
his brother’s support. 

Yitzchak’s request that Eisav bring him food, tied in with 
the bracha, was not a gashmiusdik request for food goodies. 
Havia li tzayid – you’re out working, he told Eisav, go out 
and make parnassa, and make sure to set aside a percentage 
for tzedaka and support of Torah for those who learn full 
time, and who need you to help make that possible. But also 
v’aseh li mat’amim – we’ll discuss pilpulei Torah together.   
Make sure you remain a ben Torah while you’re at it. 

Yitzchak knew, of course, that Yaakov was superior to 

Eisav.  Yaakov was the ish tam who spent his life b’ohela shel 
Torah. But it was Eisav, for whom Yitzchak still harbored 
high hopes, who really needed the bracha if he was to 
fulfill the role Yitzchak saw for him, and who would indeed 
deserve the bracha if he did so. And he would certainly 
deserve Yitzchak’s extra measure of love for overcoming his 
problematic nature and powerful yetzer hara and living the 
life Yitzchak envisioned for him. 

Rivka, however, knew that for Yaakov to become who 
he had to be, for all future generations, he could not and 
should not look to Eisav for support. The entire bracha, Torah 
u’gedulah b’makom echad had to be his alone. 

As usual, it was the woman -- Rivka Imeinu -- who saw 
Eisav with steely eyed realism. She knew he was lying to 
his father, she knew that whatever he did was for his own 
aggrandizement and not l’shem Shamayim, she knew that he 
was corrupt, she knew well before her husband did that Eisav 
was rotten to the core. 

Perhaps she understood this better than her husband 
because Yitzchak was blind. Perhaps she understood it as no 
one else could because she alone had felt his nastiness in the 
kicking she endured from him in utero. 

Perhaps she simply understood it better than Yitzchak 
because ..… well, ok, because she was a woman.

To me that makes a lot of sense, because it’s entirely 
consistent with my own experience in life. 

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas Toldos 5772

Yerucham Reich

R’ Aron Moshe Jacobson
PARSHA THOUGHTS

Rivka went to ask Hashem regarding her pregnancy 
(25:22). R’ Sheyale Belzer (s”v vateilech) explains that 

she knew that she would have an evil child, a Rasha, and 
she wanted to understand what the point of that would be. 
Hashem responded that each of them will grow from the other. 
The needed for the evil son was so that he would constantly 
persecute his brother which would lead Yaakov to constantly 
grow and shine from the pressure.

 Why was Yaakov born holding the ankle of Eisav 
(25:26)? Did he really think that by holding onto his ankle 
he could prevent him from being the first born? What was 
he trying to do? R’ Moshe Mordechai of Lelov explains that 
Yaakov’s perspective was that it is his responsibility to put in 
the effort even if logically he might not be able to accomplish 
to the fullest extent. We as human beings have to try and 
leave the rest up to Hashem. Parenthetically, we notice that 
in reality he did ultimately merit the rights of the firstborn. 
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